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A Method for Calculating the Dynamic Stability of a Human
Piloted Airplane by the "Root-Locus Method" 

By 

Hiroshi MAEDA* 

(Received January 23, 1961) 

A method of treating a human-piloted airplane as one closed-loop system and 

calculating the dynamic stability of the airplane by the Evans's "Root-Locus 

Method" has been investigated. 

Using this method, not only the characteristics of the transient motion but 

also the control ability of the human,pilot to decrease the residual motion of the 

airplane can be understood conveniently. 

In this paper, some results of numerical calculation with this method are 

described for a typical airplane. 

1. Introduction 

In the analysis of the dynamic stability of a human-piloted airplane, it is 

customary of treat the airplane as one element of an open-loop system. However, 

in the same way as with an airplane equipped with an autopilot or autostabilizer, 

it is possible to calculate the stability of an airplane as a closed-loop system 

which contains a human-pilot as one feedback element. 

When an airplane is treated as a closed-loop system, it will be convenient to 

understand not only the transient motion characteristics but the control ability of 

the human-pilot to decrease the residual motion of the airplane. In order to 

investigate the characteristics of the transient response of a dynamic system, it 

is most convenient to trace the root locus of the system characteristic equation. 

Therefore, the Evans's "Root-Locus Method" has been applied in this paper to 

to calculate the dynamic stability of an airplane. 

Nevertheless, the transfer function for a human-pilot as one control element 

of an automatic control system will be difficult to establish, but, in this paper, 

the relatively simple forms have been assumed as a first trial. 
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2. Transfer Functions of Open-Loop Element 

The principle of the Evans's "Root-Locus Method" is described as follows: 

The root locus of the characteristic equation of a closed-loop system can 

be determined graphically from the zeros and poles of the transfer function of 

the open loop elements. 

Fig. 1. Closed-loop for a human-piloted 
airplane. 

In the first place, therefore, it is 

necessary to determine the transfer func

tion of each open-loop element as a poly

nomial form. As shown in Fig. 1, the 

closed-loop system ip.cludes an airplane and 

a human-pilot as the open-loop elements. 

(1) Determination of the airplane transfer function G0 (s) 

The transfer function G0 (s) can be determined from the longitudinal and 

lateral equations of motion of the airplane. These equations are expressed as 

follows 1): 

(2µD-Cxu) u-Cxr»•a+CLo·O = 0 ( 1) 

(2CLo-Czu) u + (2µD-Cz;,,•D-Czr») a-(2µ+Czq) Dfl = Czq•7J ( 2) 

-Cmu·u-CCm;,,·D+Cmr») a+ CiBD2"-CmqD) fl= Cmq•7J ( 3) 

. B m µ=
psi 

ZB= -psl3 

t* = _I_ 
Uo 

(2µD-Cyr,) 0-(CypD+CLo) </J+ (2µ-Cyr) D¢ = 0 

-C,r,-0+ (iAD2 -CwD) </J-CiED+C,r) Dc/J =C1~·~+C1{·( 

-Cnr,•0-(iED2 +Cnp-D) </J+ CicD-Cnr) D<P = Cn~·~ +Cn{·( 

m 
µ=psi 

. E 
ZE= psl3 

. A 
ZA = ps/3 

t* = _j___ 
Uo 

. C 
zc = psl3 

b 
1=2 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

The above-mentioned equations are given in the nondimensional form and the 

flight path is assumed to be horizontal (fl0 =0). 

The transfer functions of the longitudinal motion can be calculated from 

the longitudinal equations of motion (1), (2) and (3) as follows: 

G(»q(S) = g1 ( 7) 
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Geq(s) = ~ 2 (8) 

where 

2µs-Cxu -Cx., CLo 

D= 2CLo-Czu 2µs-Cz;;,•s-Cz., - (2µ+Czq) S I 
-Cmu -(Cm;;,·s+Cm.,) iss2-Cmq•S 

( 9) 

2µs-Cxu 0 CLo 

D1= 2CLo-Czu Czq - (2µ+Czq) s (10) 

-Cmn Cmq iss2-Cmq•S 

2µs-Cxu -Cx., 0 

D2= 2CLo-Czu 2µs-Cz;;,•s-Cz., czq (11) 

-Cmu -(Cm;;,·s+Cm.,) Cmq 

In the same way as the above-mentioned cases, the transfer functions of the 

lateral motion can be determined from the lateral equations of motion (4), (5) 

and (6) as follows : 

D' 
Gflf(S) = -D) (12) 

D' 
G<[,f(S) = D~ (13) 

D' 
G,t,f(S) = D} (14) 

D' 
Gfls(s) = -• 

D 
(15) 

D' 
G<1>s(s) = D~ (16) 

D' 
G,i,s(s) = D~ (17) 

where 
2µs-Cyfl -(Cyps+C10) (2µ-Cyr) s 

D'= -Cifl iAS2-C1pS -(iEs+C1r) S (18) 

-Cnfl -(iEs2+CnpS) Cics-Cnr) s 

0 - (Cyps+CLo) (2µ-Cyr) s 

D,' = C1f iAS2-CtpS -(iEs+C1r) s (19) 

Cnf -(iEs2+CnpS) (ics-Cnr) S 

2µs-Cyfl 0 (2µ-Cyr)S I 
Di'= -Cifl c,f -(iEs+C1r) s 

-Cnfl Cn~ Cics-Cnr) s I 
(20) 
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2µs-Cyfl - (Cyps+CLo) 0 

Da'= -c,fJ iAs2 -C,ps c,~ (21) 

-CnfJ - CiEs2 +CnpS) Cn~ 

0 -(Cyps+CLo) (2µ-Cyr) s 

D/ = C,t iAS2 -C1pS -(iEs+C1r) s (22) 

Cn?: -CiEs2 +Cnps) Cics-Cnr) s 

2µs-Cyfl 0 (2µ-Cyr) s 

Dr/= -c,fJ Cit -(iEs+C1r) s (23) 

-Cnfl Cn?: Cics-Cnr) s 

1 

I 21is-CyfJ -(Cyps+CLo) 0 
D6 = -C,fJ iAS2 -C1pS C,t (24) 

\ -CnfJ -(iEs2 +CnpS) Cn?: 

Since D(s) and D'(s) are the stability quartics in each case and D(s) =0 and 

D'(s) =0 are the characteristic equations of the longitudinal and lateral stability 

respectively, the poles of the airplane transfer function Ga(s) are given by the 
roots of the characteristic equations. 

Nevertheless, as shown in Eq. (1) ~ (6), all coefficients of the characteristic 

equations consist of the stability derivatives and the mass factors in non

dimensional form. Therefore, the characteristic roots or accordingly the poles 

of the transfer functions vary considerably in accordance with the flight con

ditions. In the first place, therefore, these variations of the poles must be 

investigated to facilitate the subsequent analysis. 

The predictable changes of the flight conditions and accordingly the varia

tions of coefficients are as follows : 

1. Effect of altitude change ........................... µ, iA, iB, ic, iE 

2. Effect of c. g. position change · · · · · · · · · · ········Cm., 

3. Effect of steady lift coefficient change ······C1fJ, C1r, Cnp 

In addition to these factors, the change of stability derivatives due to 

changes in the airplane velocity and so on will be predicted, but they are 

neglected in this analysis for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, it is assumed 

that the compressibility effect of air is not so remarkable as shown in the ex

ample of numerical calculation. 

When the equations of motion (1) ~ (6) are used exactly, it is extremely 

troublesome to calculate the roots of the characteristic equations, because they 

are quartics respectively. Therefore, in order to determine the variations of 

these roots the following approximate equations have been employed for cal

culating each mode of motion. 
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For instacce, in the case of the short period mode of longitudinal stability, 

the forward velocity increment u and the X-force equation can be neglected as 

an approximation in the equation of motion, therefore 

(2µD-Czr1,·D-Cz,,,) a-(2µ+Czq) q=Cz,·r; 

-(Cmr1,•D+Cm,,,) a+ (iBD-Cmq) q=Cm,·r; 

accordingly, the characteristic equation is 

J = I 2µs-C~"'•s-Cz,,, 
- (Cm,,, s+Cm,,,) 

~ (2µ+Czq) I= O 
ZBS-Cmq 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Since Eq. (27) is the quadratic equation about s, it is easy to calculate the 

change of roots accompanying the variations of the coefficients. 

Similarly, the other mode of motion can be calculated in the following 

manner. In the phugoid mode, the angle of attack a term and the pitching 

moment equation can be neglected approximately, 

(2µD-Cxu) a+CdJ = 0 

(2CLo-Czu)u-(2µ+Czq)D0 = Cz,·r; 

(28) 

(29) 

In the rolling mode, the terms of the sideslip angle {3 and the yawing angle rJ; 

and the side-force equation and the yawing moment equation can be neglected, 

(30) 

In the lateral oscillation or "Dutch-Roll" mode, the yawing angle rJ; is appro

ximately equal to -{3 and the side-force equation can be neglected, 

(iED 2 -'rC1r•D-C1f',) {3+ CiAD-C1p) P = Ch•~+C1t;•C 

- (icD 2 -CnrD+Cn/'>) {3+ CiED+Cnp) p = Cn~·~ +Cnt;·C 

(31) 

(32) 

In the spiral mode, the higher terms of the characteristic equation can be 

neglected, 

{(2µ-Cyr)(C1f',Cnp-Cnf',C1p) -CL0CicC1f',-'ri~nf',)} D 

+CLo(CwCnr-Cnf',·C1r) = 0 (33) 

The numerical values which are used in the subsequent calculations are 

listed as follows : (at cruising condition) 

w = 100,000 lb s = 1667ft2 

b = 108 ft c = 15.4 ft 

A =7 A = 30° 

V = 500mph Alt. cruise = 30,000 ft 

C Lo cruise = 0.25 Cvo = 0.0188 
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Cxu = -0.0376 

Czu =0 

Cmu = 0 

Cmq = -22.9 

Czq =0 

µ longitudinal = 272 

Cy/J = -0.168 

Cyr = 0.192 

c,/J = -0.047 

Cn/J = 0.0385 

Cnr = -0.117 

µ lateral = 38.8 

ic = 9.22 

Cz~ -0.24 

c,~ -0.065 

C,i; = 0.003 

Short period mode 

Sea-level Cm«=-<J.976 

-0 

Im 

0.03 

0.02 

Cx., = 0.14 

Cz., = -4.90 

Cz.,, =0 

Cm.,= -0.488 

Cm.,= -4.20 

iB = 1900 

Cyp =0 

C1p = -0.43 

C1r = 0.070 

Cnp = -0.017 

iA = 3.69 

iE -0.39 

Cm~= -0.72 

Cn~ = 0.005 

Cnt; = -0.040 

lm 
Sea-level 

Phugo,d mode 

Altitude / 0.00J 

/ 40,000' 

Tail size Cm•=-0244 0.01 Cruising 

C.g. positim--.,_ 

Cm.=0 
-0.03 -0.02 

-__Phugad mode 

' \ 
-0.001 

-0.01 

-0.02 

-0.03 

0 Re 

-0.001 

Fig. 2. The variation of the locus of roots with the flight conditions. 
(longitudinal case) 
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The root locus diagrams for each mode of motion attendant on changes in 

these coefficients are shown in Fig. 2 (longitudinal case) and Fig. 3 (lateral case). 

Dutch-Roi/ mode 

Rolling mode 

~-level Cruising 

Im 

!rn 

0.001 

Spiral mode 
,- ,, Spiral mode Ci. 
/ ' f. ,' \ Sea-level Cruising CLo= J{; 

------,.--0---a-'.1------'<,-,,-_--o_-/-., R,-e- -0.~01 T------ 0 ________ ,,__ 

Altitude _ _ 
Altitude 

-0.00J 

Fig. 3. The variation of the locus of roots with the flight conditions. (lateral case) 

From these root locus the following conclusions can be derived. 

1. The influence of an altitude increase is the most remarkable among the 

changes in flight conditions, and it has a destabilizing inclination in all cases. 

Therefore, in general, it is supposed that the stability is lowest at cruising 

conditions. 

2. The destabilizing inclination accompanying the altitude increase is largest in 

the short period mode among all modes of motion. The dotted line in Fig. 2 

shows the change of stability which has been calculated for ±40 percent change 

of horizontal tail volume ratio. In comparison with this case, it is understood 

that the effect of altitude increase is very notable. 

Referring to the above-mentioned results, therefore, the subsequent calcu

lation has been made using the numerical values at the cruising condition. 

The transfer functions of the airplane in each case can be determined as 

follows: 
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(1) Logitudinal system 

G ( ) _ -0.00044(s+0.87)(s+0.0000343+0.0000635i) (s+0.0000343-0.000635i) 
om S - ( S + 0.01162 + 0.01515i) ( S + 0.01162-0.01515i) ( S + 0.0000302 + 0.000545i) 

X (s+0.0000302-0.000545]) 

_ -0.000378(s+0.0001) (s+0.0087) 
Go.Cs) - (s+0.01162+0.01515i) (s+0.01162-0.01515) (s+0.0000302+0.000545i) 

x cs+ 0.0000302 --=-o.ooo545i5 

(2) Lateral system 

_ -0.0013(s+0.00470) (s+0.114) 
G/l~(s) - (s+0~00048) (s+0.1178) (s+-0.00723+0.0682i) (s+0.00723-0.0682i) 

G ( ) _ -0.0177(s+0.00712+0.0610i) (s+0.00712-0.0610i) 
_ <f>t s - (s+ 0.00048) (s+0.1178) (s+0.00723+0.0682i) (s+0.00723__:_0,0682i) 

Go/t( s) = ~(~O~~~oot~3
(~ ~~i~7~~~~: ii~t~i ~sO~O~~;i~l(; ~iit~i3-0.0682i) 

G ( ) _ 0.0044(s-0.00043) (s+0.117) 
/l~ s - c·s+0.00048) (s+0.1178) (s+0.00723+0.0682i) (s+0.00723-0.0682t) 

) _ 0.00128(s-o.233) (s+0.175) I 

G,g(s - (s+0.00048) (s+0.1178) (s+0.00723+0.0682i) (s +0.00723-0.0682i) 

GH(S) = .«~~i~i~c~1
Jb~1t~)~~o~~o6~2~

1
~~-6~;2~)og

0
:~~0~~2~

1
~~~6682i) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

In comparison with these transfer functions, several cases which have been 

calculated by the approximate equations (25) ~ (33) are shown as follows: 

(1) Short period mode 

G ( ) _ -0.00044(s+0.87) 
"'" s - (s + 0.(°f1162 + 0.0151-5-i)_(_s +~0.-01_1_6_2 ___ 0_.0_1515i) (42) 

_ -0.00038(s-0.0087) 
Go.Cs) - s(s+0.01162+0.01515i) (s+0.01162-0.01515i) 

(43) 

(2) Lateral oscillation mode 

_ _ 0.0044(s+0.116) 
G/l~(s) - -GH(s) - (s+0.115) (s+0.0077 +0.066i) (s+0.0077-0.066i) (44) 

The approximate functions will be found to be those in which the zeros and 

poles of the same order have been cancelled out. 

(2) Calculation of the transfer function of a human-pilot Gh(s) 

For simplicity, it is assumed that the pilot makes a displacement control. 

In other words, his control movement will be applied in proportion to the angular · 

displacement of the airplane output motion for decreasing the transient motion. 
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The theoretical and reasonable form of Gh(s) as a control element of an 

automatic control system, will be difficult to determine but on the stability 

analysis of an airplane, it will be sufficient to assume several simple forms, 

because the pilot acts only to damp out the transient motion. In this paper, 

therefore, the transfer function Gh(s) has been assumed as follows: 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

i.e. Eq. ( 45) is the case in which an ideal feedback control of gain Ko is assumed, 

Eq. ( 46) is the case in which the human muscular lag time is considered and 

Eq. ( 47) is the case in which the muscular lag time and the human response time 

lag are considered. In the above equations, -r1 and '!"2 are the time constants 

and the numerical values are about 0.2-0.5 sec.. Moreover, the gain Ko is 

variable and in some cases zero because of the human-pilot characteristics. 

Since, in Eq. (47), it is difficult to express the response time lag term e-Tzs 

graphically in that form, it is necessary to transform it to the polynomial form 

using the following approximation. In this case, -r2 and s (which corresponds to 

iw in the frequency domain) are small, therefore 

(48) 

Therefore, Eq. ( 47) may be expressed approximately, 

(49) 

To compare with the original function, the frequency response diagrams of these 

functions are shown in Fig. 4, where -r1 =0.125 sec. and -r2=0.25 sec. are assumed. 

It is supposed that this approximation will not cause too much error in the 

calculation, because the highest angular frequency w of the airplane motion, for 

instance the short period mode or Dutch-Roll mode, is at most 1~2 r/s as 

shown in Fig. 4. 

Moreover, it is necessary to make the coefficients of the function Gh(s) as 

well as of Ga(s) dimensionless before the calculation. The aerodynamic times 

are t*=0.0105 sec. and t*=0.0737 sec. for longitudinal and lateral cases respec

tively, therefore, if -r1 =-r2 =0.25 sec. are assumed, Eq. (46) will be 
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; 

A ;;; 

1.0 r----11---1,.,-=-:-:.=_-- - - -- ............ ~ A 

Dutch-Roi/ ·1 

0.4 mode 
Short period 

mode 

a2 

0 1 

e-0,25jw 

1+0.125/w (0.25/w) 2 

J-0.25jw+ -r=-
1 +0.125jw 

2 3 4 

-100 

-150 

5 
-200 

w¼ 
Fig. 4. Frequency response for pilot reaction time and 

muscular lag. 

Gh(s) = 0.042 K0 

s-t-0.042 

In the same way, Eq. ( 49) will be 

0.295 Ko 
0+0.295 

Gh(s) = 11.9Ko{s-0.042(1+i)} {~-0.042(1-i)} 
s+0.042 

_ 1.7 K0 {s-0295(1+i)} {s-0.295(1-i)} 
- s+0.295 -

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

In each case, the former is for the longitudinal case and the latter for the lateral 

case respectively. 

3. Root-Locus of the Closed-Loop System 

The root locus of the characteristic equation of a closed-loop system can be 

determined graphically by the Evan's Method. The zeros and poles of the open

loop system have already been determined in the last section. Several root locus 

diagrams of the representative modes of motion are shown in Fig. 5-Fig. 10. 

The variable in this root locus is the gain K0 • 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are the cases of longitudinal stability, where the output 

motions of the airplane are the angle of attack a and the pitching angle fJ, and 
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~ ::::1'"'? ~:, ~ PKo=-1 
I 0.02 

I 

- Gh (s) =Ko Ko=0 

---G(}=~ 
h s S+ 0.042 0.01 

{-0,87} 
lf----------0--'--~---'----'----+---

-o.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 o Re 

-0.01 

-0.02 

-0.03 

l<ig. 5. Root-locus plot in which the output motion is 
the angle of attack a and the pilot control is 
the elevator ongle 'll• (longitudinal case) 

Im 

) 

0.03 

/ /.., 
/ ao2 

Sharf period mode 0.01 

?twgotd mode 
\ (-0.0087} 

-c~~,----,--~--~--__.__,.-+-+-c-'-~ 

PIJugoid mode 

Ko=O 

Ko=-0.1 

-0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 , 0 ,' Re 
/ 

-0.001 

-a01 

\

', -ao2 
~ . 

' ' 
-ao3 

Im 

0.001 

0 Re 

-0.001 

Fig. 6. Root-locus plot in which the output motion is the pitching angle 0 

and the pilot control is the elevator angle '>1· (longitudinal case) 

the pilot controls the elevator angle r;. The characteristics of the short period 

mode are expressed in both cases, but the phugoid mode does not appear in the 

case of the angle of attack a. 
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Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are the 

cases of lateral stability. The output 

motions of the airplane are the sideship 

angle {3, the rolling angle</> and the yaw

ing angle cJ;, and the pilot controls are 

the aileron angle ~ and the rudder angle 

(. Therefore, these diagrams are the 

representative cases for suitable com

binations of some elements. The sta

bility characteristics of the rolling mode, 

Dutch-Roll mode and spiral mode are 

shown in these diagrams. The photo

graphs (Photo. 1-18) illustrate the forms 

of the transient motion corresponding 

to each gain Ko which is shown in those 

diagrams. These are photographs taken 

of the oscillograms calculated by the 

analog computor. 

!Im 

0.1 

Rolling mode Spira/ mode 

-0.J 0 Re 

-0.J 

Fig. 8. Root-locus plot in which the output 
motion is the rolling angle </J and the pilot 
control is the aileron angle 1;. (lateral case) 

-G.(s)=Ko 
Dutch-Roll 

mode 

) 0.295Ko 
---G, (s s+0.295 

(-0295) Spira./ mode 

-0.1 

Im 

0 Re 

!1 \-a1 

' \ \ 
Fig. 7. Root-locus plot in which the output 

motion is the sideslip angle /3 and the pilot 
control is the aileron angle ~- (lateral case) 

Dutch-Roll mode 

Ko=J.16 

Im 

0.15 

ll 
I • 

I 
1 

KrFl.56 

~G.(s)=Ko / 'Ko=l.3.3 

r)- 0.295Ko Ko=O 
---G.,s - S+0.295 Q05 
---G / )=- l.7Ko S-Q295(Jti)J/S -0.295(1-i) .,s S+0.295 

0 Re 

-005 

Fig. 9. Root-locus plot in which the output 
motion is the sideslip angle /3 and the pilot 
control is the rudde rang le {. (lateral case) 
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Photo. 1. Short period mode. ( trans
fer function: G"'~(s ), 
gain: K0 = 0) 

Photo. 2. Short period mode. ( trans

fer function: G"'~(s), 
gain ; K0 = -1.0 (ideal)) 

Photo. 3. Short period mode. (trans
fer function : G"',i( s ), 
gain; K0= - 1.0 (mus
cular time lag)) 

Photo. 4. Phugoid moee. (transfer 
function : Ga~ ( s ) , gain: 
K0 = 0) 
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Photo. 5. Phugoid mode. ( transfer 
function; Ge~(s) , gain: 
K0 = ~ O.l ( ideal)) 

Photo. 6. Spiral mode. ( transfer 
function : G{lf ( s ) , gain ; 
K0 = 0) 

Photo. 7. Rolling mode- ( transfer 
function; G<1> ,(s ) , gain; 
K 0= 0) 

Photo. 8. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans
fer function G{l ~(s), gain: 
K0 = 0) 
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Photo. 9. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans
fer function: G/l{( s) , 
gain: K0 = 1.0 ( ideal )) 

Photo. 10. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans
fer function : G/l{( s ), 
gain: K0 = 1.2 ( ideal)) 

Photo. 11. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans
fer function : G/l{( s) , 
gain: K0 = 1.0 ( muscular 
time lag) ) 

Phato. 12. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans
fer function : Gfl{( s) , 
gain: K0 = 1.5 ( muscular 
time lag)) 
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Photo. 13. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans

fer function ; G13s( s ) , 

gain: K0= 1.0 (muscular, 
response time Jag)) 

Photo. 14. Dutch-Roll mode. ( trans

fer function: G13s(s), 
gain: K0 = 1.5 (muscular, 

response time Jag)) 

Photo. 15. Dutch-Roll mode. (rate 

control) ( transfer func

tion: G13s(s), gain: K0 = 
10 ( ideal )) 

Phota. 16. Dutch-Roll mode. ( rate 

control) ( transfer func

tion: G13s(s), gain: K0= 
15 ( ideal)) 
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Photo. 17. Dutch-Roll mode. ( rate 
control) ( transfer f~nc
tion: G~/;( s) , gain: K0= 
10 (muscular time lag)) 

Photo. 18. Dutch-Roll mode. ( rate 
control ) ( transfer func
tion : GfJ/;( s) , gain: K0= 
15 ( muscular time lag) ) 

From the above-mentioned results, the following conclusion ·can be derived. 

1. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it is obvious that the phugoid mode or the 

spiral mode can quite easily be stabilized by the control movement of a human

pilot, even if it is unstable. The time lag characteristics with a human-pilot 
control scarcely affect the stabilized motion. 

2. On the contrary, as shown in •Fig. 5 and Fig. 9, the short period mode or the 

Dutch-Roll mode cannot easily be stabilized. In other words, these modes of 

motion will not be easily damped out by the feedback control movement of a 

human-pilot. In particular, when the time lag characteristics of a human-pilot 

control are influential, they produce rather a destabilizing tendency. It will 
therefore be necessary to provide a yaw damper or pitch damper for airplanes 

of very low damping in such modes of motion. 

In the above-mentioned numerical calculation, the short period mode of this 

airplane is still sufficiently stable at the cruising condition as shown in the photo· 
graph, even though the damping is much lower than at the low altitude con
dition. Therefore there will be no need for human-pilot control in this case. 

Nevertheless, on the other hand, the Dutch-Roll mode of this airplane shows 
such a low damping oscillation that it will be necessary to decrease the transient 
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mation more quickly by some means. 

In the above-mentioned analysis, how

ever, it has been assumed that a human

pilot makes a displacement control only, 

but in actual practice both displacement 

control and rate control may be combined. 

If the human-pilot control is assumed to 

be pure rate control, it is supposed that 

the stabilizing efficiency of his control will 

be greatly increased over that of displace

ment control as shown in Fig. 10. There

fore, the control effectiveness of a human

pilot may be greatly improved by in

creasing the degree of rate control as 

much as possible. 

4. Concluding Remarks 
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Fig. 10. Root-locus plot of ideal rate 
control in the same case of Fig. 9. 

the Evans's "Root-Locus Method" has been presented. 

Generally, the root locus diagrams of the characteristics equation of a open

loop system or a closed-loop system are undoubtedly very advantageous for the 

stability analysis of such a dynamic system as an airplane. Moreover, when an 

airplane is treated as a closed-loop system which contains a human-pilot as one 

feedback element, not only the transient motion characteristics of the airplane 

but the control ability of the human-pilot to damp out the residual motion are 

conveniently investigated. For a more strict analysis, however, a more detailed 

and exact expression for the transfer function, such as that for a human-pilot, 

should be developed. 
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